Occupational Therapist (Neuro) – Subacute and Skilled Nursing beds

70% SNF and 30% Subacute – this is a permanent-hire job

Located in family-oriented community with breathtaking surrounding scenery

Pacific States Location

Join a supportive, growing organization with exceptional people! They are secure and thriving financially! Bring your career to the next level with collaborative team work in a professional setting!

Generous PTO - Clinical Education Opportunities - Career Growth - Sign On Bonuses – Relo Pkg - a very positive environment where people enjoy working as a team - recognized and rewarded for your achievements!

Highlights:
NON-PROFIT Organization; the amount of therapy provided is driven by the patient's ability to benefit from treatment. The goal is to provide the patients comfort and a more quality life -- The time spent with each patient is based on the patient needs and not on what will maximize reimbursement!

SNF transitional patients: Ortho, Neuro, General Med

Subacute patients: a lot of neuro, closed head injury, stroke, ventilated patients

The Subacute has been a very rewarding unit:
In this organization, there are quite a few of the ventilated patients being sent home in 3-4 months; some are becoming functional to live at home with their families. Patients have begun talking, walking, and going home.

Set Schedule: M-F; 8-4:30 – there is plenty of back-up staff for vacations, days off, etc...

Reports to: Excellent Manager of Rehab who has added to the progressiveness and success of this organization! /OT background/here 8 years as Manager

Setting: Stand-alone hospital that is truly state-of-the-art, has finest in equipment & therapy gym


This Hospital provides more than just a place to work. They are an institution you can be proud of, an institution where you’ll feel good about devoting your time and talents. They invest in their employees and are pleased to have one of the most competitive compensation packages among hospitals and healthcare institutions.

PACIFIC STATES LOCATION: Family-oriented community. Homes and rentals are affordable, surrounding scenery is breathtaking, downtown is thriving and options for arts and dining have blossomed in recent years. Rugged mountain vistas are backdrop of this beautiful city with its small-town feel. An active lifestyle and abundance of recreational opportunities helps maintain good health and physical fitness of residents. Outdoor enthusiasts have activities available such as water skiing, snow skiing, fishing, backpacking, boating, kayaking, white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking, camping. Cultural events in the live theaters, concert theaters, movie theaters, cultural centers, & art galleries. This area has it all!

For complete details and/or consideration on above opportunity, please email resume to: Patty Wyatt / patty@clinipost.com / CLINIPOST / www.clinipost.com / 469.626.5161
Inpatient OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST – new advances in Neuro rehab
primarily ACUTE CARE, with attached unit for INPATIENT ACUTE REHAB &
SUBACUTE REHAB – this is a permanent-hire job
Pacific States Location

All OTs are cross-trained in acute care, acute rehab, and subacute rehab (TCU)
There is always Ongoing Mentorship!!
A non-profit organization that focuses on Pay, Benefits, & Incentives along with Staff
Development & Growth, plus Employee Engagement and Communication

High Compensation and Low Cost of Living – a winning combination!!

A rewarding career on every level: Non-profit focusing on quality of patient care
--very positive environment; tremendous support and training for career growth
--Patients birth through geriatrics
-- We are expanding in all areas of rehab due to high patient volumes for the in- and
outpatient setting and currently expanding medical services in our region
--EKSOSkeleton for treatment of patients with spinal cord injuries and neurologic disorders
--New advances in Neuro rehab

REHAB TEAM:
**Clinical staff of 16 PTs, 9 OTs, 8 SLPs plus a Cardiopulmonary rehab team of 6,
and a wound/ostomy team of 2 PTs, -- for the Inpatient Acute Rehab there are 2
PTs, 2 OTs, and 1 SLP
** Dynamic team of OTs with vast experience and areas of expertise

Set Schedule: M-F;-- there is plenty of back-up staff for vacations, days off, etc...

Reports to: Excellent Director of Rehab who has added to the progressiveness and success of this
organization! /PT background/here 14 years as Director – and also is a Manager of Rehab who is an
SLP
Setting: Stand-alone Acute Care Hospital with attached unit for Inpatient Acute Rehab & Subacute
Rehab

COMPENSATION:
Up to ~$50/hr - Paid hourly - Paid overtime – Relocation Package - Paid annual continuing
education and paid days off to attend
Relocation/Bonus Package & Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums! 401K

Phenomenal Outdoors Location in Pacific States:
Homes and rentals are affordable, the surrounding scenery is breathtaking, downtown is
thriving and options for arts and dining have blossomed due to a continuous population
growth. Rugged mountain vistas are backdrop of this beautiful city with its small-town feel.
An active lifestyle and abundance of outdoor recreation helps maintain good health and
physical fitness of residents. Recreational activities such as snow skiing, fishing,
backpacking, boating, kayaking, white water rafting, mountain biking, hiking, camping.
Cultural events are in the city’s live theaters, concert theaters, movie theaters, cultural
centers, and art galleries.

For full details and/or prompt consideration, please email a resume to
patty@clinipost.com
Clinipost – a Medical Healthcare Search Firm / 469.626.5161 / www.clinipost.com